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Following the 1986 Chernobyl Nuclear explosion, nearly 116,000 residents were evacuated from their homes; a few hundred residents, drawn by emotional connections to their homeland, illegally returned. The psychological effects on those permanently displaced from their homeland were devastating, including a loss of motivation, a desire to live, and an overall victim mind-set.

A border station at the entry to the zone encourages a contemporary engagement with a place of the past. A testament of Ukraine’s ability to reclaim its physical and emotional well-being, the proposal ranges in scale from a master plan with a new village to the intimate scale of a door stoop planting within a village. The station provides space for the collection and preparation of items to be distributed within the zone, encouraging past inhabitants to return and offer physical and emotional assistance, thus recognizing their ability to impact those around them. Typical tourists are exposed to the efforts and encouraged to participate. The architecture responds to the needs of both by challenging the notion of boundary and threshold, allowing moments of interaction and shared experience.

The time within the villages encourages the exchange of stories and memories, benefiting the listener and the teller. Upon returning to the station, volunteers record the experiences and stories collected within the zone, creating a collection that provides present and future generations a place to remember, discover, and heal.
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What I want to investigate through this project

I have long been fascinated with the temporal qualities of human life, the quickness with which our physical, mental, and emotional being can be disrupted. Growing up with an exposure to hospital patients (my mother is a nurse) led me to develop empathy for those around me, eager to see them reach full recovery. However, my empathy transcends the warmth of humanity to the realm of stories and memories within buildings and places, silent tales that resound mankind’s history.

I am intrigued with healing and restoration, a process of rehabilitation for both person and place. While humans and the majority of buildings are relatively short-lived, it is our ability to reflect upon ages past that allows our connection and understanding of the present.

Can we, like Walter Benjamin before us, recall, reexamine, and contextualize memory images from the past until they awaken in us a new path to the future? ¹
Spaces and sites have memories, voices, and stories to tell. They influence each of us differently, but none the less their effect resonates. I intend to investigate a site’s ability to evoke individual and collective memory and the role these memories play in a person’s mental and emotional health. Architecture, combined with a site harboring memory, can promote a deeper understanding of past events that lead to the current condition of the site, evoke a strong connection to a specific place, and potentially alter a user’s mental or emotional state.

How can architecture coalesce memory and fragments of a site’s past to transform pain or confusion into a valuable experience—including a raised awareness or a moment of acceptance or reflection—that promotes emotional healing of an individual and a community?

You see grass, but I don’t see any grass. I see mud, just a sea of mud...open my eyes and see grass. Close my eyes and see mud...I knew I ought never to have come back, because it has proved I’ve never been away.²

Kitty Hart (experienced during a return to Auschwitz)
Coalescing Memory explores architecture’s ability to interact with the literal and symbolic value of a site to evoke individual and collective memory. I seek to understand the various mental and emotional responses that inhabiting a site and space may induce, and I aim to discover how to transform these responses to promote mental and emotional healing. Architecture plays a crucial role within the proposed experience, as it mediates the interaction of person and place.

Abandoned buildings—places forgotten and deemed irrelevant—are extremely fascinating to me. Resulting from neglect or catastrophes (either natural, man-made, or both) they are suppressed within the human consciousness yet silently remain breathing. To validate my interest with the significance a space acquires during its lifetime, it is necessary to investigate what triggers these feelings of awe and intrigue. Author Randolph Langenbach claims that historical artifacts exist as both specific concepts (meanings ascribed by humans capable of eliciting powerful emotions) and physical realities. I believe the presence of personal, everyday objects is required for contemporary viewers to understand how past inhabitants occupied spaces. How can these fragments trigger a viewer’s personal memory and transform him into a participant to allow a better understand the significance of a place?
Healing

It is necessary to investigate perceptions of the healing process and the different phases this journey of restoration might entail. The intent of this project is not to erase existing memories, but to montage new memories with them.

Robert S. Vibert, a researcher of emotional health, identified three steps to achieve emotional healing following a trauma. Awareness, the first phase, constitutes a person becoming aware of their emotional distress. Expression entails the release of the emotion to acknowledge and begin accepting it; this phase, dependent upon particular spatial requirements that allow for quiet and uninterrupted thinking, is intended to evoke physical expression of one’s feelings (crying, shouting, etc.). The final step is Resolution, in which one finds a feeling of peacefulness and acceptance towards the event that triggered the pain.⁴

Our Pathway Home, an online resource offering techniques to heal one’s subconscious, suggests a similar three step process of restoration. Beginning with Approach, a person must get in touch with their despair. During the Ignition phase, one transcends the barrier between mind and emotion and allows his feelings to be released. Finally, in Shifting, a person evaluates the healing process and allows for a refreshed assessment of their perceptions.⁵
Memory

Memory was based on lived experience, something that reached out of the past and seized the individual in the manner of naïve and immediate knowledge. Memory had to be linked to lived experience, otherwise it was reduced to “history,” becoming abstract or intellectualized reconstructions, debased or faked recollections.7

Christine Boyer

The City of Collective Memory: Its Historical Imagery and Architectural Entertainments

Memory plays a crucial role within the inquiry; thus, it is necessary to consider a deeper understanding of its effects on humans. What is memory? What is required to recall someone’s memory on a particular subject? Boyer’s evocative quote suggests an irreconcilable difference between a person who experienced an event first-hand and one who relates to an event through descriptions and imagery. Can architecture encourage a connection between the two people by encouraging interaction and reliance upon one another? Without this important interchange, memories risk being lost and forgotten.
Buildings from past generations memorialize moments and events of the past, confirming to contemporary viewers events that would otherwise seem unfathomable. For example, in Birkenau—a section of the infamous Auschwitz Concentration Camp—fragments of the structures built by the Nazis remain standing; tall brick chimneys grid the zone where the wooden bunkers once occupied, immortalizing the spaces inhabited by prisoners of war.

Just as a person is able to recollect events within their lifetime, buildings testify to their past. For a building to be maintained and respected, however, it must provide long-term use and effectively contribute to the lives of multiple generations of users. How can architecture counteract the ever-changing interests and agendas of humanity and deem its relevance to past and contemporary societies?

Nearly all buildings eventually become subject to demolition. It is important to acknowledge that once a space is razed it will never again be able to be experienced. Though memories of a place may live on within personal experiences, photography, etc., a genuine interaction with the place will never again be feasible. Future generations are robbed of opportunities to understand and perceive the spaces that impacted their ancestors.
Essential qualities of an Appropriate Site:
The location should support collective and individual memory by containing physical fragments of the past in order for visitors to empathize with the everyday lives of the past occupants. In addition to those associated with the trauma or catastrophe, the project attempts to provide a first-time visitor with a compelling, educational experience through an interaction with those involved first-hand.

Potential Typologies:
I was initially drawn to a genre of institutional buildings that has fascinated me for years—insane asylums and prisons. While pertinent in fostering the mental and emotional healing of an individual, they are specific to a particular user group, thus limiting their broader application to collective healing. Building types that are inherently communal include churches, educational facilities, and community centers.

While most typologies have the potential to offer remembrance and reflection, the design must transcend the everyday experience with these emotions. Though the design will inherently feature components that assist in the recollection of personal and collective experience, it must transcend the stigma of a traditional memorial as I believe this is an artificial response to the inquiry.
The Relationship Between People and Space

Using architecture to symbolize and evoke the three phases of the healing process, it is necessary to provide spatial components that encourage constructive and creative expression of the user’s emotions, encouraging them to transform a painful event or memory into something valuable.

To facilitate the Awareness phase, the design must trigger and encourage user’s to acknowledge their feelings towards the site. The design may achieve this through various methods including physically reconnecting a person to the site of their trauma, or through a reconstruction of the events that emotionally wounded them by incorporating various media (sound recording + film). Resolution requires a peaceful, reflective environment in which users can evaluate their healing journey; this can be supported both at the scale of an individual and through communal interaction during which people can tell of their journey.

The three stages of healing can be reflected and promoted through architectural intervention, encouraging the appropriate interaction between person and place. Through a contemporary re-occupation with a significant place of a person’s past, new memories will inherently layer with previous memories. Through participating in the maintenance or restoration of a site, an individual may transform themselves from being a victim to an advocate.
Providing the First-Time Visitor with an Educational Experience

Portions of the design’s program are dedicated to helping all visitors, both previous inhabitants and first-time, understand the events that led caused the trauma. How do first-time visitors interact with the site in a manner that enables them to understand the consequences of the event?

As a young child I had the opportunity to visit a museum dedicated to the Titanic. The exhibition incorporated several features that allowed users to physically experience different aspects of the ship (including a replica of the grand staircase built from original blueprints) and the fatal night that claimed over 1500 lives. Visitors can place their hands against an iceberg made of real ice (see above) to understand the horrors of hypothermia. At the end of the experience, they come to a wall-mounted list of all the people on board; each ticket has been assigned a randomly-selected name and visitors can check to see if their person survived. Though this experience is honorable since the real Titanic can never be experienced, I believe a visitor’s interaction with a site needs to be more genuine and derived from what currently exists.
Locating

Two sites have been considered, each well-known for the catastrophes which have affected: the 30 km Exclusion Zone radiating from the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant and Fukushima Daiichi, Japan (a nuclear power plant that experienced multiple meltdowns as a result of the 2011 tsunamis). Both locations represent different cultures and time lines (the Chernobyl incident occurred 26 years ago), they demonstrate the fatal consequences of using nuclear technology to meet the needs of society.

A comparison of the responses following each incident was helpful in deciding upon the 30 km Exclusion Zone. The slow attempted recovery that followed the Chernobyl incident caused permanent physical and emotional scars in addition to those already inflicted immediately after the reactor exploded. Returning to the site would likely affirm the importance of memory to those involved. In contrast, the Fukushima Daiichi explosion proceeded with a quick re-population of the surrounding cities, demonstrating Japan’s ability to quickly reestablish themselves and move on through encouraging an efficient recovery and likely devaluing the communal memory surrounding the event.
The 30 Kilometer Exclusion Zone

The 30 km Exclusion Zone, including Pripyat and the surrounding villages, best sustain the inquiry’s extreme emphasis on memory and necessity for emotional healing. The 26 years following the incident have allowed a long-term evolution of the victims and the site to occur, while elevating the role of memory within the survivors and the displaced generations.

Additionally, Pripyat and the surrounding villages within the 30 km Exclusion zone radiating from the Chernobyl Power Plant support my intrigue with abandoned sites. Vladimir Shovkoshitny, a former employee at the power plant who volunteered during the attempted clean-up, refers to Pripyat as “The City of Ghosts” within his poetry. 10 Though the villages surrounding Pripyat are still inhabited by a few hundred residents that insisted on returning, the city itself, once populated by nearly 50,000 people, has remained completely uninhabited, except for the occasional tourist group.
A Thorough Understanding

To be fully immersed in the physical and emotional context in which the design will be established, I have analyzed several sources including newscasts, documentaries, interviews and personal recollections. These individual fragments, though inherently related, have allowed a greater understanding of the pain and trauma the project seeks to address. To activate the individual and collective memories inherent within the zone, the design must distill inspiration from historical knowledge as well as first hand accounts from the inhabitants and volunteers involved.

The following pages present crucial information surrounding the accident, beginning with an abbreviated synopsis of what actually caused the explosion. Chernobyl Record includes a first-hand recollection by Academician Valery Legasov that captures the varying perceptions of the authorities and the inhabitants of cities within the zone; the lack of communication with those the residents trusted has led to an intense lack of trust within the psyche of those involved.
Outline of Events Leading to Explosion of Reactor No. 4

25 April, 1986

01:06__ Engineers begin a planned shutdown on Reactor No. 4 for maintenance. During the shut down, however, a number of safety procedures are bypassed in order to test a solution for providing energy in the event of an external power failure.

14:00__ The reactor’s emergency core cooling system is disconnected.

23:10__ Reduction of power for the experiment continues.

00:28__ While the power was being lowered, the automatic control rods switch off. The engineer is unable to control the decrease of power, which can cause reactor poisoning by neutron absorbing components.

01:00__ Additional rods are intentionally removed to stabilize the power decrease, leading to a level of 200 megawatts, extremely insufficient for the experiment to continue; Chernobyl engineers decide to carry on.

01:03__ There is a large reduction in steam, and water level in steam drums drop below emergency levels.

01:19__ Engineers override the emergency alarm and keep the reactor working. Water in cooling circuit is near boiling point. All steam rods are withdrawn to maintain the 200-megawatt power level.

01:22__ Computers indicate an immediate shutdown of the reactor is required. Engineers are aware, but continue with experiment.

01:23__ The experiment begins. Water temperature increases and steam levels raise uncontrollably. A steep rise in power is noted. A full emergency shut down is ordered, but power levels continue to increase exponentially. Fuel channels explode in Reactor No. 4 due to reoccurring shocks.

01:24__ A huge explosion releases red hot nuclear fuel and graphite. Two thermal explosions occur, and spark fires in over thirty locations. One worker dies immediately after the explosion; a second worker is rushed to the hospital and dies shortly after receiving his diagnosis.

27 April__Evacuation of nearby town of Pripyat begins at 14:00

27 April- 10 May__ For the next fourteen days, crews of firemen and helicopter pilots attempt to extinguish the flames in what remained of the reactor central hall. Over 14,000 tons of solid material buried the radioactive material below.

28 April__Soviets release information regarding the damage that occured to one of the atomic reactors.

5 May__Evacuation of 30 km zone is complete.
Within 3.5 hours, over 33,000 inhabitants were evacuated, taking only the essentials, unaware that most of them would never return.

Driving through Chernobyl, Valery saw the inhabitants going about daily life. As he drew closer to the reactor, the sky became darker, crimson in color. The reactor was engulfed by flames, unyielding to the attempts of firefighters.

Knowledge of Russian Authorities (recollected by academian Valery Legasov)

Knowledge of Inhabitants of Pripyat and surrounding villages (approximately 116,000 people)

Hearing only a “light clapping” noise from the explosion, families in Pripyat went about their daily life, unaware of the toxic radiation surrounding them.

About 36 hours after the accident, residents were ordered to evacuate for a temporary period of approximately three days. Within 3.5 hours, over 33,000 inhabitants were evacuated, taking only the essentials, unaware that most of them would never return.

A wooden house within the 30 km exclusion zone stands today, plates on the table and an unmade bed testifying to the urgency of the evacuation.
Pripyat (2 km away)
Zone contaminated by radiation
Radiating over 500 km from the plant, the contamination has affected over seven million people

Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant
Site of explosion and release of nuclear radiation

Minsk, Belarus
327 km from the plant, residents experience severe health effects

Exclusion Zone
Once home to 116,000 people, a 30 km radius zone is one of the most contaminated areas in the world,

Inner Exclusion Zone
The initial 10 km radius zone identified by USSR as contaminated

Pripyat
Nearest urban center located 2 km away

Chernobyl
A small city located km from the plant

Kiev, Ukraine
The capital of Ukraine, 100 km south of plant

Figure 9: Conceptual Understanding of Contamination
The Contamination

An overall area of 146,300 km$^2$ (equivalent to 36.14 million acres) experienced ground contamination as a result of the nuclear explosion. Within only a few days, radioactive elements had absorbed into the soil, water, and sediments. On 28 April, a nuclear power station in Sweden, 130 km north of Stockholm, first detected the radioactive cloud outside of the Soviet Union borders. Surrounding forests were immediately contaminated by the fallout. Falling deciduous leaves “raised the radiation level of other objects in the environment and had to be removed, but definitely not burned.” Kiev, located over 60 km from the damaged reactor and considered to be “on the periphery of radiation fallout”, experienced radioactivity over 1,000 times higher than the normal background measure even 15 days after the accident.

The northwestern winds were responsible for pushing the radioactive cloud over much of Europe and Asia. Entire livelihoods changed overnight as people were forbidden to fish in lakes; precious water sources that maintained the republics’ agricultural wealth had to be cut off and supplied from other rivers. In many cases outside of the Exclusion zone, radiation levels returned to normal within a few months. Unfortunately, hundreds of thousands of people are still suffering from their brief exposure.
Those Affected by the Chernobyl Explosion

The radiation contamination released after the explosion of Reactor Number Four affected an innumerable amount of people. To be fully aware of those who suffered from the aftermath of the accident, five groups have been identified: The Past Inhabitant, The Hero, The Returnee, The Outsider, and The Tourist. While differing in terms of the severity with which they were affected, each individual’s life will never be the same.

Acknowledging that an individual’s contemporary experience within the Zone is inherently derived from their personal association with the accident, it would be nearly impossible to customize a design for each user. Additionally, the inquiry seeks to evoke the personal memories of each visitor, not to expose them to a prescribed emotional response.
Educational Visits will continue to increase; within the past few years, the amounts of visitors increased from a few thousand a year to over 10,000 in 2010.

Those Affected
As time passes, the number of people who experienced the event first-hand will continue to decrease.

Figure 12: An Evolution

Progression of Time

It is important to acknowledge that as time passes, the number of victims who experienced the disaster first-hand is continuing to decline. Based on the average lifespan of approximately 70 years, there is a period remaining of about 45 years until the majority of those directly involved will begin passing away.

In contrast to this inevitable trend, an increasing interest among tourists seems to promise that the Exclusion Zone will be anything but forgotten. By visiting the nuclear power plant and the surrounding cities, people are able to comprehend the scale of damage which resulted from the explosion.
The Past Inhabitant

It was paradise on earth, we had a river, nearby woods nearby, multitudes of children all around all young. There were many flowers. It was so beautiful.19

Nadiya Makarevych

Approximately 116,000 residents within the Exclusion Zone were forced to evacuate their homes and city in the days following the explosion. Uninformed about the catastrophic level of contamination, they believed they would be returning within a few days; thus, they left behind almost all of their personal belongings and animals. Little did they know that most of them would never again return to their homes, and that their animals, including valuable farm stock, would be shot to prevent the spread of radioactive elements.

Nadiya Makarevych (top right picture) recollected life in Pripyat prior to the accident; she and her husband, along with their two children, lived happily in one of the city’s many apartments. They are some of the few who have since returned to Pripyat to see their home, the schools in which their children were enrolled, and the hospital in which Nadiya gave birth to her children.

Figure 13: Past Inhabitants of the Exclusion Zone
The Hero

More than 600,000 workers and volunteers dedicated efforts to retain the contamination within the proximity of the reactor and to prevent larger explosions from occurring that would have rendered all of Europe uninhabitable. Thirty-one of these men died of radiation poisoning within a few weeks, however hundreds of thousands of people involved with the cleanup operation have continued to experience health issues resulting from the exposure to amounts of radiation hundreds of times beyond the recommended levels. In the months following the explosion, liquidators (lower left image) were tasked with decontaminating the surrounding buildings and landscapes by dousing everything with a decontamination fluid; in some cases, they had to completely bury entire structures and contaminated trees to prevent further spread. Their attempts have received very little recognition, though thousands of them have suffered terribly for their sacrifice.

Currently, workers continue to strengthen the existing Sarcophagus, and must wear extensive protection, as demonstrated by the image on the right. Since they are working within the concrete shell, they are only allowed 15 minutes a day within the zone to limit their exposure to the heavy amounts of radiation that remain active. ²⁰
The Returnee

Within a few months after the explosion, nearly 1,000 residents of the surrounding villages illegally returned to their homes, aware of the negative consequences of radiation exposure. Though children were not allowed to return, these survivors’ were driven by their deep memories and association to their homes to sacrifice their health.

According to reports by the United Nations Development Programme and the United Nations Children’s Fund, many of those who were relocated after the accident now suffer from anxiety, depression and disrupted social networks, the traumas of displaced people everywhere. The World Heath Organization now considers the psychological impact to be at least as detrimental as the physical. Being depressed and unmotivated, pursuing an unhealthy lifestyle and clinging to a victim mind-set, it has proved to be the worst fall-out for the ‘Chernobylites’. 21

When questioned by visitors within her village, an elderly returnee admitted “starvation is what scares me. Not radiation.” The interviewer concluded most returnees believe “if you leave, you die’. They would rather risk exposure to radiation than the soul-crushing prospect of being separated from their homes and land. ‘You can’t take me from my mother; you can’t take me from my motherland. Motherland is motherland.’” 22

Figure 15: Elderly Women Living Within the Exclusion Zone
The Affected Outside of Zone

This dialogue occurred in 2000 between a photographer and the mother of 17-year-old Aleysa, who received contamination at age three while playing in “the black rains of Chernobyl.” At the time of this conversation, Aleysa lay in a fatal coma after 14 years of suffering and constant therapy.

Though the evacuation of the Exclusion Zone displaced over one hundred thousand residents, an even larger amount of people were affected outside of the zone. According to the UN, seven million people have been affected; half of those are children.24 These young people received contamination from several sources including wind and rain and from drinking milk produced by animals exposed to contaminated food sources. Though the event occurred 26 years ago, children are still being born with significant physical deformities. Expecting mothers are often afraid their children will suffer from lifelong diseases and malfunctions, and thus abortions have become much more frequent since the accident.
The Tourist

The atmosphere in Pripyat is truly unique – very quiet, very sad, you can almost hear your own thoughts. In every other place of the world each building would be a one day exploration on its own. But Pripyat is so much more. It’s not just abandoned buildings, it’s history. It’s not an investor running out of money, it’s not a movie set – it’s the real thing. 25

While many people may not have been personally affected by the disaster, they are compelled to Chernobyl, Pripyat, and other areas within the 30 km zone to witness the effects of the accident. Tourists are now the temporary occupants of Pripyat, breathing life into it for short segments of time, appreciating the remainder of the city’s infrastructure that once hosted nearly 50,000 inhabitants. Some of the villages within the zone are occasionally visited by missionaries and researchers adamant to interact with those who returned to their homeland, providing returnees with a link to the world outside of their zone.

Dark Tourism, visiting places associated with trauma and suffering, has increased within the last decade. Diller Scofidio investigate war and tourism and “propose an analysis that makes evident the role of rituals and institutions in the fabrication of our past, and in the ever-evolving construction of ‘our national narratives’”. 26
The Aftermath

The deserted buildings and landscapes are extremely evocative and testify to the urgency with which the residents abandoned the city. An amusement park that was scheduled to open only days after the disaster has been inhabited only by rust, decay, and avid photographers. Nature is reclaiming the territory; trees now occupy the Central Stadium’s field. Though radiation levels are dropping, the city is fading into a dream, memories of joy and happiness being replaced with fragments of a city destroyed by the ambitions of humanity.

Several of the inhabitants that experienced the incident first-hand have passed away due to the exposure to lethal radiation during the 36 hours that followed the explosion, a period during which no information of the tragedy was released. Children from 1986 recollect their experiences, often revealing the loss of a close friend or testifying to the deformities that plague present and future generations. The need for emotional healing and restoration is appropriate for several of the people affected by the incident including the evacuees of Pripyat and other villages, the volunteers who (sometimes unknowingly) risked their lives attempting to prevent further damage, and those beyond the zone whose lives would never be the same after 26 April, 1986.
“But one has to live”

This is how we live.
The body is heavier and heavier.
The spirit is subtler and narrower.
It can enter the deserted house;
it circles like a bird above Pripyat in the night...
and you often wish that it would leave the inept body
and not days but years flow away
and numberless are the losses.
But one has to live,
and for the sake of the children,
accumulate anger,
to efface the old age in children’s eyes
with the hope for a cure.

Lyubov Sirota 27

Figure 19 Engraving from Soviet magazine Youth, 1987

Expression of Anguish, Expression of Hope

Throughout my research I have discovered that many evacuees have expressed their anguish towards the catastrophe through art forms including film, poetry, graffiti (see next page), and painting; this body of collective work often reflects the pain experienced during the trauma. It seems appropriate for the design to offer spaces, both temporary and long-term (not to exceed the recommended exposure to radiation, depending on the proximity to the Sarcophagus) that encourage creativity and expression. Through the production of such work, those who experienced the tragedy first-hand ensure their stories and memories will be heard and remembered.

Lyubov Sirota, a past inhabitant of Pripyat, recalls the happy days filled with sunshine and laughter before the accident occurred. She uses poetry to “entrust her soul to other people. She believes that people will carry on this burden and help her, as she herself is ready to help everyone who lives on earth” 28. Her work transforms her painful memories into an evocative, constructive art that reveals the consequences of the event, allowing the trauma it instilled to be introduced to audiences around the world.
Figure 20: Graffiti and art in response to Chernobyl
Reclamation

Today, as radiation levels continue to drop, it is clean that nature has been reclaiming the deserted territory. It seems as is nature is announcing the cleansing which has occurred, beckoning humans back to repopulate the zones. City centers, once highly manicured, are inhabited by young seedlings that quickly grow towards the sun; Pripyat’s Central Stadium has transformed from maintained turf to a small forest of natural trees.

In addition to being overtaken by vegetation, the zone has become an area of wildlife refuge that hosts several rare species of plants and animals, many of which had been considered close to extinction.

What Man had abandoned, nature now embraced to create a remarkable and self-made heaven... remarkably, Nature has licked its wounds and fought back to reclaim this place. 29

Chernobyl - Life in the Dead Zone
Animal Planet
The Proposal

While the previously discussed groups were affected, there are two broad categories of people: the visitor and the resident. While the visitors’ intentions for traveling within the Exclusion Zone differ greatly (to temporarily revisit home, to view the Sarcophagus, etc.), their interaction with the zone is characterized by its ephemeral nature. Those displaced by the accident suffer from psychological impacts and have, due to a victim mind set, generally anticipate a shorter life expectancy. Although claiming to be worried about their health, they exercise poor diet and escapism through alcohol and tobacco use.

The memories and experiences of the residents are extremely important as they are the remaining stories of life and happiness within the zone. Unfortunately, a large percentage of them lack proper diet and health precautions due to their inherent isolation.

While an intervention is required to steward the health of both groups, a greater endeavor is to preserve their memories and evoke emotional healing through properly reaffirming their value and role within their society, their community, their families, and themselves.
Feelings of “hopelessness and helplessness” have been expressed by evacuees since the accident occurred. Following the dissolution of the Soviet Union, they were denied continued governmental support to sustain their new livelihoods. A heavy percentage of them lost hope for a successful future, and continue to feel unable to trust anyone. To counteract these feelings and initiate a progression towards recovery, it is crucial to involve the visitor and the resident in a process of revitalization and personal reclamation of individual and cultural identity and worth.

A community center re-establishes the significance of interaction as a means for communal healing. The building will be located at the entry to the zone, marking the perceived threshold between the clean and the unclean. One of the main objectives of the center is to address the constant worry of starvation experienced by the residents within the zone; this will be accomplished through a series of spaces and rituals that encourage a mutually beneficial exchange between visitors and residents. The intent is to help the physical needs of the residents and allow their stories and memories to be exchanged with the visitor’s, later to be recorded in an archive. Another objective engages visitors with the existing memorials within the zone, each location specific, for those who desire to tour the zone rather than help the residents.
The Village Experience

Addressing the hunger problems faced by residents, a journey promotes visitors to venture to sparsely occupied villages and distribute food to elderly residents. Through this act of courage, visitors are encouraged to transcend the victim mind set and identify themselves as survivors and heros.

A bus system provides an everyday service that connects residents within the zone to the community center and the world outside of the zone. This allows distributors to interact with the residents within the everyday environment of their homes, providing the opportunity to witness the primitive livelihoods of the residents and to converse in a less prescriptive manner than would occur at the center. Stories are shared, memories evoked, and healing begins. After spending time with the residents, visitors return to the center and archive information about each occupant. As time progresses, the archiving will produce a record of those living within the zone, allowing the story of each individual to be documented and secured.

In time, as the elderly residents pass away, their homes will remain as memorials. Those who visited the now deceased residents will be able to bring visitors to these houses and share the stories they learned while distributing health and healing. The archives provide a permanent testimony of the bravery and dedication of those who sacrificed health to return to their homeland.
A Memorial Tour

Though the proposal is rich in reconnecting the isolated residents to a larger network of those affected, it is important to acknowledge that every visitor may not be interested in assisting the residents, but rather in viewing key sites within the zone. For this reason, a memorial tour has been established that links five iconic locations within the zone via a train. Heavily used before the nuclear accident and serving as a means of evacuation afterwards, the train is extremely symbolic. Small platforms mark each stop along the journey and encourage interaction among participants.

The map above shows the five locations included within the experience, beginning with the 30 km checkpoint (location of the community center), then connecting to the small town of Chernobyl, the iconic ghost town of Pripyat, a small abandoned village known as Krasne, and then culminating at the Sarcophagus. Each location provides opportunity for visitors to witness the various scales of places affected by the explosion. Existing memorials at Chernobyl and the Sarcophagus recognize those affected by the event, and signify highlights of the journey for the typical visitor. In contrast to the everyday function of the bus system, this experience is ritualistic and occurs on a set interval.
Location 1  Community Center, 30 km Checkpoint

Entrance into the Exclusion Zone currently requires being admitted through a checkpoint located at the 30 km marker. The Community Center would be located here, acting as the physical threshold into the zone, a space of interaction between those within and those outside of the barrier.

This is an extremely important portion of the journey, as it marks the perceived barrier between the clean and the contaminated. Visitors will likely experience a bit of anxiety as they commit to entering the Exclusion Zone. Those who are returning for a temporary visit home might be filled with anticipation, acknowledging they are so close to the place they once called home.

We pull up to the eerie security checkpoint at the “Zone of Alienation,” the 30-kilometer Exclusion Zone of contaminated land surrounding the power plant. Before we’re permitted to proceed, military guards confirm our identity. They give us a once-over; no bare skin allowed around the site’s continuously leaking radiation.

We sign lengthy wavers. We listen to the rules: no eating, drinking or smoking outdoors. Don’t step off the path or touch any vegetation. Cameras and bags must never touch the ground. 31
Though the infamous disaster is referred to with the name Chernobyl, the actual city of Chernobyl lies approximately 15 km southeast of the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant. The radiation cloud released from the plant traveled northwest, and preventing high contamination levels within the city (in comparison with Pripyat). A few buildings still operate within this small town, including a hotel and a restaurant that prepares food gathered outside of the zone. The owners and staff of these facilities have to work within the zone for a carefully monitored duration of time and then return to non-contaminated areas.

Significant places within this zone relevant to visitors include the well known Chernobyl entrance sign and the Monument to the Chernobyl Liquidators (a name given to the over 600,000 individuals who participated in the clean up efforts in areas surrounding Reactor Number Four).
Location 3 _The Bridge of Death_

In the hours following the explosion, northwestern winds directed the radioactive cloud towards Pripyat, hosting a pre-accident population of nearly 50,000 inhabitants. Several children and adults, curious to see the fire blazing from the power plant, stood on a railroad bridge, now referred to as The Bridge of Death, and quickly fell ill. The Yaniv Railway Station, connecting to the tracks lying under the bridge, was the final departure point for several of Pripyat’s residents. It now stands abandoned, its train cars dispersed along the derelict tracks.

As the threshold to the axial boulevard that leads towards Pripyat’s center, the bridge offers a powerful gesture of welcome and grief. The Sarcophagus is still visible from the bridge, allowing visitors to gaze at the concrete tomb from afar. This will be an emotionally difficult portion of journey, standing in the place where curious inhabitants received high radiation exposure as a result of their curiosity.
Location 3  Pripyat

Pripyat was well-known for the 33,000 rose plants and 250,000 shrubs that adorned the streets and public plazas (see upper right-hand image). Unfortunately, Pripyat’s close proximity of two kilometers to the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant subjected it to extremely high levels of radiation. The city’s evacuation following the explosion left the well tended gardens to be overgrown by weeds and saplings. Though attesting to the passing of time and lack of maintenance, several buildings within the city have become iconic among visitors including the Amusement Park, the Palace of Culture (still displaying artifacts of the Soviet Era) and the entrance sign celebrating the city’s founding in 1970.

This portion of the journey will likely be filled with several emotions, unique for each user and dependent upon their affiliation with the city. For those returning to the city they called home, this is the moment within the journey where they come face to face with their past.
Location 5. Krasne (abandoned village)

The small, almost entirely abandoned village of Krasne- seven kilometers north of the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant- displays the affects of the catastrophe on a location much smaller than Pripyat. Though few residents still inhabit the village, it has mostly become overgrown by nature and time. However, St. Michael’s Church has remained entirely intact and displays magnificent murals. It is said that the village’s few inhabitants congregate in this sacred space on certain occasions.

While this location offers a valuable opportunity for visitors to experience the rural conditions within the Exclusion Zone, homage and respect must be considered for those living within this village. Though an interaction between visitor and returnee would be very powerful, and is encouraged, the design cannot subject current inhabitants to a high level of stress, discomfort, or a feeling of displacement.
Location 6 _The Sarcophagus_

The visitor’s journey culminates at the most critical piece within the Exclusion Zone, the epicenter: the Sarcophagus. As the physical origin and source of contamination, it will be an unforgettable experience for visitors to witness first-hand. Though visitors are not allowed inside of the concrete shell, its overshadowing form constructed of precast concrete elements attest to its magnitude.

Within the last several years, the current concrete shell has slowly been forming small cracks that will eventually release the potent radiation harvesting within. Engineers of the design admitted it was only the first solution to the problem that would serve the current generation and that future generations would have to more thoroughly address the problem. Currently, enormous steel arches are being constructed adjacent to the reactor; in time they will be positioned over the Sarcophagus and completely sealed. Dismantling of the destroyed reactor and its cracking concrete shell will then commence.
Understanding the Climate

In order to design the most functional and efficient building, it is crucial to understand physical forces including temperature and rain (see chart above). Though the five locations comprising the Memorial Tour are separated by a considerable distance, the climate conditions remain rather homogeneous.

With a high temperature of approximately 72-74 degrees Fahrenheit during the months of June and July, the Exclusion Zone has relatively decent temperatures until the middle of winter. The high volume of rainwater that hydrates the area evokes thoughts of purification and cleansing, as well as providing nourishment to the land. There is the potential for the community center to harvest the rainwater to demonstrate environmental stewardship.

Important elements within the design, chiefly the communal vegetable and flower gardens, benefit greatly from the moderate temperatures and abundant rainfall found within this location.
**How do visitors physically interact with the 30 km Zone?**

While portions of the 30 km zone have low enough radiation that visitors can walk about freely, there must be consideration given to the fact that many will be apprehensive to contact these surfaces. A design for a Chernobyl Visitor Center, by Matthew Frommer creates an architecture fully suspending visitors off of the previously contaminated surfaces.

I believe the connection between person and site should be more intimate, to physically interact with the abandoned buildings and landscapes. It seems only through this personal interaction can one summon the emotions to trigger pain and empathy, and thus to heal. To ensure safely, however, geigers (instruments that measure radiation) will be used to notify visitors when they enter highly radioactive zones.

*Out-of-date artifacts... held sway over a spectator’s subconscious and inhibited anything new from occurring. By placing these objects in unique contexts and configurations, they became a form of “shock experience” used to reawaken memory. They enabled the spectator to... achieve a critical awareness of the present.*

Christine Boyer

_The City of Collective Memory: Its Historical Imagery and Architectural Entertainments_
**Filmic Construction**

When constructing the artifact for the Kitty Hart quote (page 2), I became interested in the notion of cinema and the strong associations it has with collective memory. My intention of evoking fragments of memory and layering them with a contemporary interaction of the site suggests a filmic approach to the design. There is a strong similarity between the necessary splicing together of fragments to produce a film and the recombination or montaging of memories one might experience.

I am fascinated by the inherent darkness necessary for film to be seen, and question the emotional effect this moment of visual silence may have on a person revisiting their past. Within this proposal, a thorough investigation of light’s effects, both in its presence and absence, will be undertaken to create evocative experiences. When elements are well lit, their exposure evokes a more prescriptive way of seeing and feeling. In contrast, when light levels are low, visitors are encouraged to reflect and think. This careful and intentional use of lighting conditions will addresses the architectural response appropriate to each situation within the journey.

Does film make it possible for you to remember in “real time and motion” something you never saw? But is viewing past film, then, an act of fresh witnessing, as distinct from remembering? 34

James F. Moyer

Figure 34: Film Strips Within Pripyat’s Palace of Culture
A Journey of Healing

The experience within the zone is meant to evoke the three phases of healing. While the architecture of the Community Center is able to contribute elements specific to each phase, the Village Experience and the Memorial Tour are intended to evoke these moments in a less prescriptive and formalized manner.

The following pages include preliminary sketches concerning how architecture may begin to evoke the particular phases of the healing process.
To recognize the distress surrounding the events that followed 26 April 1986, an educational experience can expose visitors to the consequences of the accident. The architecture responds appropriately to the context and provides both interior and exterior spaces to maximize the visitor’s experience and understanding. Film may be projected to allow users the opportunity to visually witness recorded moments of the past, while a physical interaction with the surrounding landscape will encourage visitors to engage with the site.

There will be moments of collective exposure and individual exposure, acknowledging that intense emotions may result.
After learning (potentially also remembering) about the aftermath of the explosion, a series of spaces encourage users to express their emotions through modes including verbal communication with other visitors (a communal discussion area), an artistic recording of their thoughts (poetry, painting studios) or a physical expression of their distress (crying, shouting within a private space). The opportunity for interaction among visitors is vital to allow a person’s burdens to be released, shared, and comforted.

Bearing witness to tales that need to be told, even though the narrator re-experiences pain in the telling, is a way for individuals and communities to get past trauma: to acknowledge it and begin to heal. People need to tell the story and can tell the story, no matter how bad it is. 35
Initial sketches of the Community Center focus on its crucial role as threshold and gateway connecting the Exclusion Zone to the clean realm encompassing it.

The architecture has the potential to momentarily surround a user as they enter the Zone, potentially a moment of disorientation, thus resulting in a prolonged, memorable experience.
**Program List**

**Community Center:**
- Flower + Vegetable Gardens: 3,000 SF
- Exhibition Space: 2,000 SF
- Public Forum: 2,000 SF
- Archive: 1,000 SF
- Large Dining Hall: 1,000 SF
- Small Meeting Spaces: 3 x 200 = 600 SF
- Kitchen: 1,000 SF
- Service: SF TBD

- Residents’ Houses: Acquired through time
  - Train Platforms: SF TBD
  - Bus Stations: SF TBD

**Flower + Vegetable Gardens:** 3,000 SF

The gardens welcome all to the center and acknowledge the significance role that agriculture and horticulture held prior to the accident. They offer safe plots of land which can contribute produce to the community center, while also providing places to grow flowers which can be picked upon entering and delivered within the zone.

To address the movement into the Exclusion Zone, the planters blur a clear delineation by pushing and pulling along the axis of travel, reflecting the desire to break the victim mind set.
Exhibition Space  2,000 SF

This flexible space provides an introductory educational experience for those unfamiliar with the accident, as well as for the curious visitor who is unwilling to enter the zone. The large amount of raw film that exists from the time surrounding the accident will be showcased, a reminder of the life within the zone before its evacuation.

Temporary galleries exhibit work produced by local artists and craftsmen, allowing their creative work to be viewed by hundreds of visitors.

Public Forum  2,000 SF

This space accommodates large gatherings, encouraging visitors to express their thoughts, emotions and memories towards the accident. By providing a public forum, users are encouraged to regain confidence of their value and ability to contribute to the environment around them.

Orientations regarding safety within the zone will be held within this space, ensuring all visitors are aware of the appropriate behavior and precautions required to minimize radiation exposure.
Large Dining Hall .................. 1,000 SF

Significant occasions throughout the year are marked by hosting the meals at the center rather than distributing them among the villages. Residents within the zone are encouraged to participate and temporarily step outside of their everyday realm and connect to the larger group of people affected by the disaster.

Through the everyday ritual of eating and fellowship, the stories of each individual are brought forth and shared. Regardless of his association with the disaster, each participant plays an essential role in communal expression and healing.

Archive ......................... 1,000 SF

After delivering food and spending time with residents within the zone, visitors are encouraged to record what they experienced and learned, both about the resident and other fascinating discoveries, to document the existing conditions within the zone.

The space will create an immersive experience for visitors, allowing them to feel encompassed by its colorful walls clothed in stories and memories. As time progresses, a mapping of the residents will evolve and serve as a census that marks their presence. Within a few decades, the elderly residents will all have passed away, but their stories will always live on through the archive.
Small Meeting Spaces .......................... 3 x 200 = 600 SF

Acknowledging that some people might be uncomfortable in a large group setting (particularly villagers who are accustomed to an isolated lifestyle), they spaces are scaled for approximately 3-5 people and encourage a meal or conversation to occur on a much more intimate level.

Kitchen ..................................... 1,000 SF

A place where visitors are taught to prepare healthy meals, attempting to contribute to a healthier lifestyle of those affected. There is the potential for residents from the zone to lead small classes and teach traditional methods of cooking.

Service ..................................... SF TBD

Residents’ Houses ..............................

As the elderly residents near death, they have the ability to donate their small houses to the center, acknowledging that they will be preserved and always be a reminder of themselves.

Train Platforms ................................. SF TBD
Bus Stations .................................... SF TBD

There is the potential that each platform/ station contain interior spaces to allow for activities to occur. However, at this phase in the design, it seems more conceptually clear they remain as simple and primitive as possible.
Daniel Libeskind

AIArchitect: Is it possible for a building to allow us to heal—and how so?
Libeskind: I believe that an analysis of Daniel Libeskind’s projects, particularly the Danish Jewish Museum and Memoria e Luce, will contribute greatly to the proposed design. His theories on space, healing, and memory are very closely related to my own interests.

I think it is possible for a building—particularly a space that has been intertwined with a tragedy or a loss—to bring healing by confronting two seemingly impossible tasks: remembering the loss and using the loss as the inspiration for something that proves the victory of life over defeat. I think that is a healing process. And I think architecture, by definition, because it is a constructive act, not a destructive act, is part of the healing process.

But I think the important thing to concentrate on is the social space, where people come together. Space that allows people to come together, space that is inspiring, space that works pragmatically but most of all connects itself with the emotional and spiritual need that every person in a great city has.36

Figure 35: a) Danish Jewish Museum; b) Memoria e Luce
Ashes to Ashes

Ashes to Ashes was intended to be performed in a six sided cave, in which images appear on the floor and ceiling, creating a fully immersive experience for the participant. The artists interviewed dozens of first responders and survivors of the World Trade Center attacks in New York City, and transcribed the material they received into music, a kind of animated poetry that provided the content for the installation.

A participant can choose to take the fastest, most linear route through the narrative, thereby experiencing the basic story being told about 9/11. Or, if they choose, at any particular scene, they can pick more stories from other witnesses who are talking about their experience of that particular time in the larger story. The viewer controls how many stories he hears in certain acts so he will not feel emotionally trapped. The interaction time to move from story to story gives the viewer time for reflection, offering distance from the material. Alternately, some stories are mandatory; giving the piece it’s dramatic shape.

I am intrigued by this project; it supports my fascination with film, fragmentation, and memory, while also allowing first-hand witnesses to release the burden of what they experienced and transforming their recollection into a permanent record that will be heard for decades to come.
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Memory

Memory was based on lived experience, something that reached out of the past and seared the individual in the manner of pain and immediate knowledge. Memory failed to be literal in two experiences: otherwise it was reduced to general or stereotypical representations of distinct or embittered experiences, recalled or lived recollections.

Olivia Rose

Healing

Searing wounds to tissues that merit to be told, even though the narrator-in-experiences pain in the telling, is a duty for individuals and the community. This should be the income to acknowledge its need and begin to heal.

People need to tell the story and can tell the story, no matter how bad it is.

Jane Hock

Healing the Stations of Chernobyl

Thesis

How can architecture coax memory and fragments of a site’s past to transform pain or confusion following a traumatic event into a valuable experience—incorporating a raised awareness or a moment of acceptance or reflection—that promotes emotional healing of an individual and a community?

Loading

The relation contamination remained after the explosion of Reactor Number One affected an immediate area of 50 km in radius.
The view outside the window was not the same as it had been when we first arrived. The trees had grown taller, and the buildings across the street were obscured by thick clouds of smoke. It was as if the world had changed overnight. The air was thick with dust and ash, and the sound of sirens echoed through the streets like a constant drumbeat.

I started to feel a sense of unease, a creeping fear that something was very wrong. It was as if the world was suddenly full of danger, and I didn't know how to protect myself.

Suddenly, I heard a noise outside the door. I jumped up from my chair and ran to the window, just in time to see a figure silhouetted against the darkness. It was a man, and he was running towards the building.

I didn't know what to do. Should I go out and confront him, or should I stay inside and lock the door? I didn't have much time to think, so I did the only thing I could do: I ran back to the kitchen and started gathering all of my possessions into a small bag.

When I was done, I left the apartment and ran down the street, not knowing where I was going or what I was doing. All I knew was that I had to get away from this place.

As I ran, I heard the sound of footsteps behind me. I turned around just in time to see a man in a black suit holding a gun. He was coming after me, and I knew I had to run faster.

I ran as fast as I could, not looking back over my shoulder. I was alone, and I was afraid. But I couldn't stop. I had to keep going, even if it meant risking my life.

Finally, I reached a small park a few blocks away. I crouched down behind a bush and took a deep breath. I was safe, at least for now.

I sat there for a long time, not knowing what to do next. I was lost and afraid, and I didn't know how to get through this.

But eventually, I realized that I had to keep going. I couldn't stay here, alone and afraid. I had to find a way to survive.

I stood up from the bush and started walking, not knowing where I was going or what I was doing. All I knew was that I had to keep moving, even if it meant risking my life.

Eventually, I found my way back to my apartment. I was still afraid, but I was determined to stay strong. I knew that I had to keep going, even if it meant risking my life.
In order to enter the zone, visitors must go through a training session that includes protective gear and a permit. Visitors are not allowed to bring pets, fire, or other items that could pose a threat to the delicate ecosystem.

A Miller’s Garden located at the heart of the site above offers fresh produce, seasonal items, and local art for sale. The site is open year-round, weather permitting, and is a popular destination for visitors of all ages.